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Session 18: Bad student today, unemployed tomorrow?  
Coordination by Stéphane Carcillo 
 
Is the AI intended to replace low- to middle-skilled jobs?  
Job polarisation is happening everywhere with strong demand for high skilled jobs, but also low 
skilled ones in the service sector. As robots, AI and the digital transformation increasingly 
permeate the world of work, many people are worried that their jobs. What is the extent and 
speed of this transformation? In what sectors and jobs is it most prominent now and in the years 
to come? How are jobs and tasks transformed by AI? Do we head towards a two-tier labour 
market with on the one side very high-skilled well-paid permanent jobs, and on the other low-
paid poor quality platform or temporary jobs?  
 
Will high skill jobs be preserved tomorrow? 
Technological change and globalisation are creating new employment opportunities as well. This 
is notably true for those who have the skills to solve complex problems, design products and 
algorithm, come up with new ideas and can interact easily with machines and use the full 
potential of computers. However, more and more AI is able to complete complex task such as on 
language and pattern recognition, text and information analysis and writing, and even come up 
with creative solutions to complex problems. What types of skills are complements to AI and 
which ones will be threatened? 
 
What skills need to be developed now in schools to match the future of the labour market? 
New jobs opportunities in the future will require different types of skills, with increasing needs 
for problem solving, capacities to interact others, ability to reformulate client needs, etc. 
Besides, somes sectors will grow stronger than others, notably in sciences, technology and 
medicine, but also in health and personal services. Besides, individual careers will likely be less 
linear / more diverse than today. How should education systems evolve to match these needs? 
Do we need to teach or to learn? Should we invest more on non-cognitive skills, and which ones? 
What knowledge will be most valuable in this future labour market? 
 
How to give a second chance to those who have failed their initial training? 
For those who have not finished high-school or are not interested in higher education and are 
more practically minded, the prospects in the labour market are already weak at the moment. In 
rich economies (OECD), about 1 in 6 youth drop out of high school and do not catch up later on. 
In tomorrow’s world, having certified qualification might be even more important than today 
given the rising demand for skills. How to develop and promote alternative educational models 
for these youth to avoid them falling through the cracks of the education system? How early do 
we need to intervene and differentiate educational pathways? What models exist that could be 
expanded on a large scale? How to reduce further the share of high-school dropouts? How to 
promote vocational education while at the same time equipping youth with the general skills 
they need for the future? 
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